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Nobody is clear about the financing of the
Construction has begun on our spiffy new athletic complex. The complex will fill a much, talked about gap in WLU's athletic needs.
are
taking recreation night courses at Uof W.
center, especially at a time when finances are scarce and we are appealing for Provincial status. Rumour has it that number of faculty
photo faySu/mon

Inquest into jail death ends
Ray cebula died October 25 at 5 put in the cells an arrest report is
pm, hanged by his belt from the filled out by the arresting officer
bars of a bullpen in the Waterloo and kept by the desk sergeant to be
passed on to whoever relieves him.
county jail.
He had spent six hours in the These procedures were not
pen, having been brought in with followed when ray was put in the
two juveniles at 11 am for bullpen.
At the county court house in
questioning about some break-ins
kitchener, on december 17, crown
in the K-W area.
Constable elia kurucz said that attorney morrison opened an
he put ray in the bullpen on orders inquest into the death.
Present at the inquest were three
from a superior officer. But he
isn't sure which of two superior lawyers, the crown, four jurors
and a coroner.
officers gave him the order.
The three lawyers represented
He said he believed that the desk
seargent had been informed that the cebula family, a concerned
the two had been imprisoned. The group, and the policeman's
juvenile
subsequently association.
was
removed and a constable brown
Apparently there was a last
went to the bullpen at 2 pm to minute substitution of coroners.
remove the only other prisoner.
Dr. burger was replaced by Dr.
Cebula, at this time, asked for a k.c. king, who was puzzled at the
justice of the peace, saying that he switch. While morrison said that
he would explain the switch, no
hadn't been formally charged.
clarification was provided.
Brown answered that he didn't
Morton shulman, after the
know anything about the case and
second session of the inquest, said
left cebula alone.
At 5:16 pm constable r. Angst that it was alan lawrence who
found cebula in the cell. Sgt. j. removed burger. Shulman said
mccomb had been in charge of the this was because burger had
mentioned, in days following the
cell until 3:30 that day, but mentioned that he hadn't been in- suicide, that the police had done
formed that someone had been nothing wrong.
locked up and had decided not to
King was very unco-operative
bother to check the cells.
with the press. He threatened to
It seems apparent that he didn't hold a Record reporter in contempt
bother to check whether or not when he questioned the doctor
someone was in the cells, either. about the case.
He said that the normal
The first inquest consisted of
procedure for arrest is for the testimony from doctors and
arresting officer to tell the desk policemen. Eleven policemen
sergent that he has a prisoner to be testified. They described events
locked up. The sergeant then acleading to the arrests and jailings
companies the arresting officer of the cebula brothers, the traffic
and prisoner to the cells and locks in and out of jail that day,
up the prisoner. The prisoner's belt discovery of the body and attempts
and personal items are taken from at resuscitation.
him and kept in an envelope.
The second inquest was held on
He said that whenever anyone is January 7th and consisted largely

of testimony from youths involved
with cebula in the robberies.

know cebula was imprisoned he
had not been forgotten.
Stewart claimed that the
Much of the testimony friday
arresting
officers intended to
concerned the disproving of
allegations made in the chevron question cebula, but further
relevant
information from
and guerilla.
suspects prevented them from
A chevron article of november 2 doing so.
reported that a 15-year-old
Their afternoon was spent
member of the gang heard cebula seizing stolen goods in breslau.
screaming on the afternoon of the
"In my opinion as the office, in
25th.
charge, the search warrants came
When examined by crown atfirst".
torney morrison, the youth denied
The question arose as to why all
telling a reporter this. He said he the boys but cebula were fed.
"We're not brutal", Stewart
heard screaming but was unable to
replied.
identify the voice.
David horsfall, a narc for the
Later testimony showed that the
K.P.D.
testified that the police
screams came from another 14were
involved
nine times with
who
gang
member
of
the
-year-old
cebula
between
June and Sepwas showing corp. Stuart wilhelm
tember.
Most
of
these incidents
how to handle a whip.
involved cebula's abuse of nail
The most significant testimony polish remover and speed.
of the day was delivered by sgt.
"It bothered me that I couldn't
James stewart. He claimed that do anything
to help him," horsfall
even though the desk staff didn't said.

by Marc Roberts
Chevron
Inspector gerald amlinger, the
coroner's independant investigator
said that detectives were not
aware of cebula's drug abuse.
Saying that he didn't want to
speak to anyone after the verdict
had been read, king dismissed the
jury.
The recommendations the jury

returned with are as follows:
1) Arresting officers should sign
for cellblock keys and the prisoner
should be registered with the
custodian of the keys.
2) An officer should be placed in
the cell area whenever there are
prisoners.
3) More interrogation rooms
should be provided for those
awaiting questioning.
4) The police should be given
powers to arrest and find proper
medical attention for persons
under the influence of intoxicants
such as nail polish removers.

Bust on Campus
Members of the Kitchener-

Waterloo RCMP made an unexpected visit to West Hall Friday
Dec. 17. They came on campus to
arrest a student resident for
possession of narcotics at ap-

the 3rd time in 3 years that police
officials have come on campus to

arrest a student.
Nichols stated that he has
repeatedly asked police if there
are RCMP on this campus and has
proxiamately 5 o'clock in the af- received a no answer from police.
ternoon.
In this arrest it was not
The police contacted Fred necessary for police to consult the
Nichols, Dean of Students, about 5 Head resident of their action. If
minutes before they entered the they had discovered that the
residence and informed the Dean suspected room was locked, the
of the action they were about to Head resident, as representative of
take. The arresting officers
carried a Writ of Assistance and
entered the student's room
directly. The door of the room was
open.
Nichols stated that this is only

the landlord of the resident
building, would have been required
to allow access to the room for the
police.
When asked about his position if
he is made aware of a police bust in

substantial time before it occurs
Dean Nichols stated "I would be
put in a very awkward positon. I
would be torn between my
responsibility to the students and
to the police."
A member of DAC (head judicial
body of WLU) was asked if
students arrested for narcotics
face any disciplinary action by the
university. He stated that DAC is
presently considering this question
and should come up with a policy
within a few weeks.
The student arrested
in
Decembers bust will appear in
court at the end of January and his
anonymity has been maintained
for this reason.
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—a regular feature listing campus and community events.
Submissions are invited from groups and organizations.
Deadline for submissions is Tuesday 9 am. preceding date of
publication. Contact the Cord—74s-6119 or John Taylor 744-

To Be...
THURSDAY, JANUARY 13

Pub
WLU Ballroom
$.75 students $1.00 Others

-1051, 742-9808.

Workshop
Ballet and Modern Dance
Ballroom 7 - 8 p.m.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 18,

FRIDAY, JANUARY 14,

Workshop
Creative Writing
Educational Services
Group Room (downstairs)
4:00-5:30 p.m.

Tunnel In: Coffee House
84 Fredrick St:,
Cedric Smith
$1.00 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19,

Bridge Club
New Teaching Building
Rm. 3-304
8:00 p.m.
existing
Iran "Something to Celebrate"
2500 anniversary
Library Foyer

F.M .^

coming
Chess Club
7:30 p.m.
Rm. 3-313
New Teaching Building

MONDAY, JANUARY 17,

Discussion Group
(Initial Interview Required)
Folk Club
See Lori or Lee
Lounge
Services
of East Hall Basement
Building
Educational
7:00
p.m.
p.m.
9:30 - 11:00

January 22,
Bach's Six Motets
St. Marks Lutheran Church
Menno Singers—Jan Overdin
Tickets—s2.oo $1.20
(available
from
Choir
Members)

JOIN THE CONVERSATION

...Each Sunday!

-

January 16th "FOCUS ON GOVERNMENT"
Dr. Bill Morris, Anthropologist and former Globe writer, explores the limits of government. Dr. Morris is
Executive Assistant to Hon. Leo Bernier, Minister of Mines and Natural Resources.

-

January 23rd "FOCUS ON SEXUALITY"
Harry Klassen, Waterloo Area Secretary for the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship examines what it means
to be human in the mid-70s.
January 30th

-

"FOCUS ON JUSTICE"

Dr. Douglas Lowry of the International Business Department at Waterloo Lutheran University leads a
discussion with Foreign Students on hopes for a just sharing between nations of resources.

KNOX PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

I Jrand |iverCable|
Monday
9:00 a.m. -Del Bopper
11:45 a.m.-World News
12:00 p.m. -Afternoon Music
4:00 p.m. -Music for dinnerRick Dow
6:00 P .m.
NEWS
6:30 p.m.-JAZOO with Tim
Coo r
8:30 p.m. -EXPOSURE-Derek

-CmCOM
Reynolds

9:30 p.m. -ABit of Alright-Andy

Whittaker

50 ErbStreetW., Waterloo 745-9843

10:00 a.m. -Introduction of Theme during worship

11:15 a.m. -"Talk-Back" over coffee with themei leader
MINISTER
-Walter F. McLean

---

Stewart

-Worid
woriawews
News

™

_„_
12
pm ' "Peter Hunt
2:QO p.m.-Greg Connor
4:o pm " Elaine

°
pm J: p.m.
6:30

~
»~
..

_

"

ROUNDS with
Bill Faulkner
: pm MOR-Phil Turney
11:00 p.m.-John Snider and
Madness tiU two
_.
rmay
F sh < H2O)
_? am
1:45
a.m. -World News
12:01 p.m.-Brad Oliver

:

----

'

J

11:30 p.m. -Mack's Music till two.
Tu d
_.<_ o
d--k
_■
» • •_
Kerr
~Llght
Music
11:45 a.m. -World News
A«_~_. m
12
mn
m -Afternoon
:
12.01
pm.
Music

,?

6:00 p.m. -UNICOM NEWS
6:30 p.m. -Phil In
7:00 p.m.-Neil Anthes
10:00 p.m. -JAZZ
OMNIBUS-

,?!J?
J"": "Peter
£Z __"*
:< pm
Nieuwh f

"f

12.00 p.m. -Tom Stevens till two.
Wednesday
9:00 a.m. -Morning Mania with
Marg McGraw
11:45 a.m. -World News
12:01 p.m. -Jake Arnold
2:00 p.m. -Jim Russell
4:00 p.m. -Paul McEachern
6:00 p.m. -UNICOM NEWS
6:30 p.m. -Mindblast
6:45 p.m. -THE FOLKE ART
with Dave Minden
9:00 p.m. -Steve Todd
11:00 p.m. -Pink Pickels ana
Green Cheese with
Smiley.
Thursday
9:00 a.m. -Good Morning— Anne

™am Music for Saturday
12:0 P m -Alan Buchnea
2:00 p.m.-CALYPSO
with
GeorB e McCalman
4:o P- m " A 1F °rrestor
8:00 P™._-SPACE PROBE
9:00 P m "StoP at Struens
11:0 P m _Mai*k Sully
Sunday
9:00 a.m. -CLASSICS
12:0 P m -Smokey Valley
2:00 p vm. -Jenny
4:00 P m Gord and or Mark
6:00 p.m. -BLUES with Jim

J_

Peter Hvne

2:00 p.m. -Art Kumpat
Ha,ko
4: pjn
6:o P m -UNICOM NEWS
6:30 m Daye Hdm

°°° _
J

Saturday

:

!°

°

°

°
°

h f

.°

-CHILDREN
r HILDREN S HOUR
H OUR

Barbara

--

.

Collins
8:00 p.m. -SUNDAY NIGHT
9; W p.m. -Dilemna
11:00 p.m. -Vie Ragozins.

Students & Faculty of
Waterloo Lutheran University
will be given a
Find out what it's
all about. Pick up our
brochure at your
placement office.

Interviews
Jan. 18

20% CASH DISCOUNT
off HOST'S Lower Daily Rates
(proper ID. will be required)

RATES From $5.00 1 day 5 e 1 mile
Need a car for one night?
Overnight Special
out at 6 P.M. - in at 9 A.M. next day
Any size car $4.00 plus mileage

HOST

Inquire

about our
bhhi

Bank of Montreal
The First Canadian Bank

special

weekend
rates

I H

—
Wf&nWrtiiSW^

C^T—S- JUM
i rf lj
86 Bridgeport Rd .
578 7440

waterioo
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WINTER CARNIVAL Commentary
ON THE SKIDS
by Scan Conway

by Zora McLachlan
Winter Carnival '72 is happening
from Jan. 24 to 29. And it's going
GREASEBALL this year! The
theme is GREASE! The following
is only a brief outline of what will
be going on during the week. A
more detailed and interesting
account will be available in the
Winter Carnival Programme, soon
to be distributed (a gratis).
MONDAY. The always interesting
Faculty-Lettermen B-Ball
Game...A free concert in the
Ballroom with America
TUESDAY. America will still be

playing in the Ballroom for
free...Girl's B-Ball Game...Gone
with the Wind showing in the
Ballroom from Bto 12—Cry in your

beer

(it's licensed!)

WEDNESDAY. America still
singing in the Ballroom if you
missed them Mon or Tues... Free
Animal Dance in the T.A. with
'Windmill' and 'Catalyst.

THURSDAY. Final day of
America Concert...Skiing at
Chicopee—transportation provided...Car Rally...ending with a

pub in the Ballroom—very
thematic with 'Subway Elvis' and

'The Greaseball Boogy Band.
Puuuuure grease!
Friday. Tim Hardin, Ruth
Copeland and Jonathon Round in
the T.A.—2 showings—7 and 10
p.m.—only $I.9B—tickets are now
on sale.
SATURDAY. Sports on Campus all
day; e.g. Girls' Powder Puff
Football gamc.Cookout at
noon...Mardi Gras in T.A.—
consistent with the theme too—So
wear white socks and tight jeansgo greasy!...Ending the week off
with fireworks in the Quadrangle.
So there it is—Winter Carnival
'72. It's coming. Are youse??

JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR

Popcorn, Peanuts, Salvation
The show started late, and
Canadian audiences have never rather poorly. Shabby guitar work
appealed to me and I doubt, could well have been the result of
judging from the number of "first night nerves". Judas aptalented Canadians abroad, peared in leather-looking pants, a
whether they have appealed to red T-shirt affair, with a flowery
home grown artists either. The union-jack-type-pattern. "Too
Rock Opera 'Jesus Christ much heaven on their minds" sang
Superstar', confirmed this rather Judas, if somewhat unexcitedly,
narrow scepticism, and also but he was wrong about heaven—it
corroborated a story I once heard was most assuredly the Torontoin the Mountview Theatre Club Buffalo game on T.V.
Bar.
Jesus appeared in a pale
The story, told by an old member eggshell bluerobe, lacking only the
returning to the club after a long blue maple leaf. Yet this tiny
absence in Canada, was lamenting ommision somehow cause the
the state of Canadian theatre. super god to be something less
Given the choice, he said, between than the star of the show. Only
a front row seat watching a cast rarely did Jesus break out of his
including Sir Lawrence Olivier, strangely quiet mood. Could he
Ralph Richardson, John Gielgud, have known mystically, he was
Richard Burton, and Elizabeth interrupting the established order
Taylor (if a cast as formidable as of the hockey? A pity if he did, for
this could ever be gathered), when in full song Jesus had a fine
completed by an expense-paid strong voice.
dinner at the most exclusive
The chorus, undaunted by inrestaurant in the city; and junior dividual anxieties, provided a good
viewed
from firm
hockey
'A'
base. From this multitude
somewhere up in the greys; a was drawn Caiophas, and Pilate, a
Canadian would take the latter. I pair, who for my money ($5
blinked disbelief then. But became remember),
gaveproper stature to
incredulous at Superstar.
positions of such authority. Though
To begin with I was able to it was Mary Magdaline who
purchase two fairly reasonable brought forth applause as I unseats, the afternoon of the derstand the word, with "I don't
evening's performance. Perhaps know how to love him."
the unreasonable price of $10 a pair
By the Garden of Gethsemane
deterred a few. But this was a bad
sign, an omen. Two dollars a scene, I thought everything had
program, was more than an omen, warmed up well. Alas this was a
it was "yer actual genuine 'rip poor illusion. Enter Judas to
off" I'wondered how this could betray Jesus, the stage exand was, allowed; supply to meet pectantly black. After a brief
pause, Judas, tired of waiting, and
demand?
by Andrew Whitaker

.

hoping to lay a hint of some light,
began:
"There he is"
But neither Judas or I could spy
the superstar, darkness omnipotent.
"The G0d5...."
...Judas and I guffawed
loudly. I got a sharp dig in the ribs
from my companion; and Judas
after a rollicking
"...there all asleep"
his long awaited spotlight, albeit ill
directed. Asleep? No, I believe
they were watching a slow motion
replay of Toronto's first goal.
Twas during the dramatic
flogging scene that my disbelief
turned to abject horror. And God
forgive me for my language.
Caiopas, portraying a real sadist
Jesus,
while lashing
was
dominating. Then before my eyes a
member of the audience stood up,
pushed past a dozen seated
chappies, and exited. Weak
stomach? weak bowels? cramp?
No, not any. For my transient
comrade returned complete with
double coke, and popcorn(!!) at, it

seems, the demand of his wife.
The trouble is that God did not
interrupt his work for 'time outs',
until the seventh day. The NHL,
made provision for a popcorn
intermission, and consequently
became more popular than the

beatles.
If Jesus Christ Superstar was
excellent in parts, acceptable in
other places, and poor occasionally, which it was; I can
conclude it was no more than
demanded or deserved.

W _____ii___l

(201)461-4225

24 hours - 7 days

m

LENOX MEDICAL

Come, come H-K. Suppose Canada's current economic
problems are to a significant degree, the result of American
influence. What then? Suppose that I am a chemical
engineer who is interested in finding employment in the
petro-chemical industry in Canada. What do I do when,
after I have aggressively planned this, my career, I find
that there really isn't any petro-chemical industry in
Canada? And that this absence is very much the result of
the "great Canadian sell-out" to the American multinational corporation. It seems to me that I have a real cause
to grumble about this state of affairs.
In concluding his remarks, Mr. Braden recalls one
particular comment made by a placement officer during a
recent conversation. "There is always room for good men
and women. I would intend to be one of those good men and
women and find a satisfying career in the process." At the
risk of sounding philosophical, I must surely wonder about
the nature of this Braden-styled "good". Might someone
who suggests that blaming a possibly blameworthy government constitutes a futile pastime also be disposed to
equate a certain fawning servility with the"the good".
Perhaps

- perhaps not.

CHIAROSCURO

A "Mini g\
Course" OH

Submissions of poetry,
short
and
stories,
for
photographs
Chiaroscuro, the Cord's
literary supplement are
now being accepted at the
Cord Office.
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ALL INTERESTED BODIES CALL

Men in Dean of Student's Office, Student Union
Building
NO APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER
5:00 P.M., FEBRUARY Ist, 1972.

WM ?n
WW StGrCO

He continues: "I would try to do some positive thinking
about my country and my future in my country. I notice that
a lot of people spend their time critizing the politicians in
Ottawa and grumbling about American influence....
Canada's current economic problems may or may not be
caused by the federal government, the American government or some other power. To me, blaming someone else
seems a rather futile pastime, so plan to aggressively seek
the sort of job that will lead to the career you want."

(FEMALE)

Women in Dean Brandon's Office, Educational Services Building

I ABORTION

"If I were a '72 graduate" says the Director of Placement
and Student Awards at Waterloo Lutheran University, "I
would listen to the placement officer when he warns me that
one of the greatest single obstacles to intelligent career
planning is unrealistic expectations Too many students
consider only the dollar value of a job and not its potential
for future advancement."
CHALK ONE UP FOR HORACE

WANTED: EXOTIC DANCERS

APPLICATIONS FOR RESIDENCE
DONSHIPS ARE NOW OFFICIALLY
OPEN AND APPLICATION FORMS
MAY BE PICKED UP IN THE
FOLLOWING OFFICES:

b

In the December issue of Campus, Horace Braden tells all
that he would do "if he were a '72 graduate." Ridiculous as
that may seem, Mr. Braden does make certain observations, some interesting and some puzzling.
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GRC TV CHANNEL 12
Students or Faculty required to act as Moderators for community television shows. This is non-profit, non-commercial
television and work will be on a volunteer basis. Contact: 579-1212 for information.
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capitalist; someone who would sell a rat's
asshole to a blind man as a weddingring

From a Grad of WLU
—

WLU
VADIS
The two Cord Weeklies which
arrived in the morning mail in this
distant spot necessitates me to
once more voice a distressed
concern over the sad state of affairs at an institution I once attended on and off for some 7 or 8
years.
The headlines that move me to
grasp the pen refer to Chap
Morrison's tenure and negotiations
with the province about the status
of the University. Both seem to be
in some form perennial issues at
WLU, in one form or another.
Furthermore, I am convinced in a
way the issues are interrelated, for
they both speak of the bankruptcy
of educational and institutional
values in consumer society in
general. And poor old WLU in
particular.
When I first entered WLU in 1963
there were already rumours being
passed to the new student body
about professors who had made a
contribution to the educational
experiences of the students outside
the monolithic, monopolistic value
system the institution was trying
to preserve. The seemingly
inevitable conclusion of all those
stories was the eventual departure
of the individual from the hallowed
halls of learning. Those were the
the early 60's and I am
sure there are countless instances
of injustice and coercion which
went by in silence.
The later 60's were not to be as
quiet about the continuous struggle
to silence the voices which refused
to conform to the perpetuation of
an education which destroys
creativity and curiously, co-opts
the student eventually to accept
the safely capitalist values of the
competitive system. Two of these
men who forgot; and preserved the
freedom to question, the freedom
for disunity and creative conflict,
were finally booted out in 1967. I
am talking about George Haggar
and Gray Taylor. (In the case of
George the vindictiveness of the
institution and its fear of losing the
monopoly on educational values
caused George to be unemployed
for a long time).
This time the students fought—
and lost. Next came Darrol
Bryant—the students fought—and
lost. Joel Hartt—another victory
for the institution. Now Chap
Morrison's time has comeinevitably—for the institution must
either silence or weed out those
voices which aim at questioning.
You see, therole of the university
in our society is no longer to
question everything but to put an
end to all real questioning and
perpetuate a class of people who
shall ensure the preservation of
power in the hands of the few, who
by no accident often come from the
schooled classes. "The schooled"
of our culture are the true running
dogs. Brainwashed and de-balled
they keep trying to maintain the
unhappy never-never land of the
status-quo.

QUO

.

The educational system is North
America's largest employerworse than the Military Industrial
Complex. It is filled by people who,
instead of being interested in
learning, mainly strive for safety,
security and private power.
Ivan Mich is dead right about
schools. We can and should do
without them. In that sense I
cannot be too sad about the
departures of all the good men, for
they shall perhaps do more
elsewhere. That is, however, not
the point. They cannot do what
they know best, deal with ideas and
minds, as long as the institution
clings to its right to monopolize the
alternatives to learning.
Here we come to the other news.
Is WLU finally going provincial.
Some years ago I carried a debate
on that with Gray Taylor. At that
time I defended the right of WLU to
stay as independent as possible. I
saw the possibility of trying to
build alternatives to the provincial
monolith which is directly tied to
political power and financing.
There were many who agreed with
this
argument.
Now,
however, we have all .been
disillusioned and shown our
foolishness for such hope. For not
only has WLU constantly shied
from any creative initiatives or
alternatives which might have
been open to her, but in addition
brutally stopped any attempts to
even consider the possibilities of
attempting other options. WLU
exhibits the worst quantities of the
conventional educational institutions with a vehemence only a
prolonged contact to organized
religion can bring. Therefore, it
may become provincial as soon as
possible, for at least the
technocrats shall hopefully weed
out the dead wood which won its
right to tenure through sheer

endurance.
However, some day in the not too
distant future my hope is that the
multi-billion dollar campuses shall
either be deserted ruins or

something very different. They
would make poor human
habitations, for besides containing the spirit of inhuman
dullness and stupidity, they portray an amazing lack of
imagination in design. Perhaps
they could best be converted into
factories where the staff of the past
couldcontinue exercising their dull
and repetitive functions, this time
hopefully on something that would
not be destroyed by their stupidity
but would do some good to human
kind. Or it could perhaps become a
museum where the long-petrified
minds and bodies of the majority of
the staff could serve as a sad but
poignant reminder of centuries of
repression of the human spirit.
Finally, I can envisage the place as
something with new life—a free
centre for all people regardless of
class or certification—a place
where free men could gather to
freely share ideas and insights—
not as a profession or a class—but
as men and women who wish to
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learn from the various fields of
human experience.
To conclude, Chap. The question
in your case is really not of tenure,
for I feel you do not really care of
that kind of safety or status. The
question is of your right to continue
interacting with people who choose
to learn with you. In my mind there
is no question that they want you
and should, therefore, be the ones
to choose whether you go or stay.
I have disagreed, often
vehemently, with George and
Darrol and Joel and you, Chap. I
have not disagreed in such a way
with most other professors I met at
WLU, for in order to disagree there
has to be at first, that human
openness and willingness to be

vulnerable to the dialectic of

thinking and speaking with all you
exhibited and fought for.
To ALL of you, quit while you
can still think! Get out and be
human, learn and build a human
life based on justice, equality,
integrity and joy! Do it somewhere
else, for you cannot do it within a
university.
L. Siirala,
Lutheran World Federation,
Geneva, Switzerland.

COMMENT:

All is quiet on the Lutheran front. Not so much that a
holiday surfeit of turkey and plum pudding has put us at
peace with world, but that it takes a few days to re-adjust
having left the family womb once again. Crusades and
student indignation springforth more readily in the warmth
of an Indian summer than in the chilled grey of Christmases' past. While all is quiet on the front there are rumblings in the staging areas:
The fate of our Student Directory and Keystone is in many
peoples' minds. What is known these days as "something
heavy" will be coming down shortly.
That little known judiciary body, Dean's Advisory
Council, is looking into that little known Catch-22 called
double-jeopardy. What the narcs don't get you for the
university will. Don't hold your breath waiting for a D.A.C.
policy statement, they don't usually make them public.
The untenured radical of the History department will
leave without a fight. Fight or no fight, the rads at Lutheran
always leave. One, two, three, f0ur,....
The promised administrative stability of S.A.C.'s
President had given way to administrative stagnation.
S.A.C. accomplishments to date: 1) two meetings; 2) the
Boar's Head dinner. More noticeable failures: 1) inability
to find a V.P. Finance; 2) inability to find a constitution.
The Winter Carnival that almost never was will be after
all. The theme this year is the Greaser Fifties. A winter
variation of those will-noted successes, Orientation and
Homecoming. But those who live in glass houses shouldn't
throw stones—not yet.

P.S.: I don't think you can do it in
Switzerland either.

SREVOLUTION

Reply to
Our Comment
Dear Editor:
Whoever wrote the 'Comment'
on page four of the December ninth
issue is an ass!—a paternalistic,
self-righteous, bigotted, totalitarian ass. How did he know there
were six bodies in the garbage
bag? He must have scrutinised the
photograph at length. A miserable
little learing look gave him such
powers of discernment. It reminds
me of a girl who once told me that
Candy was a disgusting book,
especially that part about the
hunchback,—and that she threw it
away immediately after reading it.
The author of that 'Comment'
has found his 'niche' too; as moral
guardian of the children of
Waterloo. It's a nice safe niche
where he is protected by journalistic license, and where he can
protect the 'Kiddies'. And how does
he protect the 'Kiddies'? Why, by
articles like that one and by censorship of course. Censorship in
the liberal press, or is the Cord a
newly liberated left-progressive
paper? The man behind the poster
tried to have it published in the
Cord, but "we said no"!
Bravo!
But what about all those 'dirty
little pictures' of starving children
that OXFAM and UNESCO
distribute, or even the ones that
show the graphic details of
slaughter in Viet Nam or East
Pakistan? No doubt the author of
the 'Comment' under discussion is
the type who would croon approvingly while telling his ad-

'Resolution' will be a continuing feature of the Cord. We will
find out what is behind your hassle and do something about
it. Write or come in person to the Cord Office, Student Union
anytime.

*

Dear Student:
Finally we are getting a group in this school concerned
only with student's rights. It will be almost like a complaint
committee. SAC will have been petioned by the time you
have read this and if the results are favourable, as expected, a group will be set up to take on ANY problems you
might have (i.e. with administration, police, professors,
landlords, mothers-in-law, and baby sitters). The entire
thing will be explained in next week's Cord so pay attention.
Its in your own best self-interest.
Signed
Sam
miring Torque Room audience that
he
simply "bringing out the
facts".
Well my small, simply sick
fellow man, abortion is a reality,
and they do throw fully formed
foetuses into garbage bags—but
you are afraid of such a
denigrating revelation, that you, a
Liberal, are capable of not only
committing the crime of tilling
another human being, but also of
theoretically defending such evil
acts in your small dry heart and
even publicly, though anonymously, of course!
So I'll tell you what. If you will

is/was

reveal your name, then I will
reveal mine. Then perhaps two
things will happen. 1) Dean
Nichols will find out who it is who
uses the public press to insult,
unchallenged, another by telling
him to 'shove it up (his)...', and 2) I
will challenge you to a public
debate on the immorality of
abortion where you, my poor
fellow, can display your smegmoid
gletinous mind at will to a very
wide audience. An egoist, as you in
your insignificance must surely be,
could resist such a challenge.
ANONYMOUS.

'
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Local Initiatives Programme
Bill Saunders
Guerilla

Toeing The
Liberal Line

There's a magic marker sign on the wall of
Mike Beaumont's office which is headed,
"Things to Watch Out For In Judging Projects".
It lists six or eight points never to be forgotten,
the most interesting of which is the one which
advises, "Watch out for SENSITIVE projects."
In brackets it gives the examples of

"newspapers, newsletters etc."!
Mike Beaumont, of course, is one of the local
project officers cum trouble shooter for the
Federal Government's latest answer to the still
rising unemployment...the Local Initiatives Program. A long haired hard liner, Mike is indicative of the major differences between Local
Initiatives and its spiritual predecessor Opportunities For Youth.
OFY had a strong claim to have been the near
perfect embodiment of the liberal philosophy.
Aside from the mar created by cutting off the
funds to GeorgiaStraight and Prairie Fire, OFY
could truthfully claim that it had indeed involved
the most diverse sectors of the youth spectrum
and had provided a "bridge between the younger
and older generations" as Gerard Pelletier was
wont to put it.

Local Initiatives on the other hand, while still
attempting a rather feeble facade of liberalism,
seems much more intent on preserving capital L

Liberalism.

The idea for LIP was originally announced in
the Commons on October 27, by Manpower and
Immigration Minister Otto Lang, whose
department would have the responsibility for
administering the new program. Well aware that
a federal election was in the offing and that the
Liberals were in for a hard fight, Lang made it
quite clear that this time around, the government was taking no chances on alienating any of
the more conservative electorate. "Community
activists won't get funds to fight City Hall", he
stated quite bluntly. He was making it clear that
this time what the government was shooting for
was the job creating potential of OFY and the
toe-the-line philosophy of government handouts.
If there was any doubt left that the government, which had so rabidly defended its 'faith in
youth', had suddenly got cold feet, Health and
Welfare Minister John Munro cleared it up two
weeks ago. He announced that his department
was discontinuing a promised $35,000 grant to the
Hamilton Welfare Rights organization. The
reasons given were quite explicit. The group was
too 'militant' and had employed 'confrontation
polities'. So much for liberalism.

unemployment and thus pretty desperate for
some means of livelihood. Most of the alternatives people had created to try and support
themselves were fairing poorly (as are all small
businesses generally) and the objective conditions, as Marx would say, were ripe for what
the government had in mind.
They created a program which required stiff
validation by established services and agencies.

This would create a situation whereby the innovative programs would be brought under the
direct scrutiny of the established agencies in
order to get the approval necessary for LIP

funding.
They also let it be known that the criteria for
future funding would be based on past performance, so anybody contemplating any no no's
should realize they were jeopardising all future
chances for ever getting funding.
OFY and the Youth Culture Study (also known
as the Munro spy program) gave them a few
hints on what the trouble spots might be.
Projects which wanted horizontal decision
making and equal wages for all employees
(rabid egalitarianism), co-operatives (applied
socialism), media projects (propaganda), crafts
projects (fronts for radicals), and most
organizing projects no matter how innocuously
they start (they have a bad habit of usually
figuring out who's screwing whom and trying to
do something about it).
Since the main thrust of the program was
election oriented, control of the media was a
necessity. What they were after was to be as

obscure as possible.
Although the program was announced in late
October, and immediately began showing signs
of having been in the works for some time, the
advertising campaign was unusually uninformative (even for the government). To the
best of my knowledge only one ad appeared. It
came in different formats and in different sizes
in lots of publications, but it was the same one.
Quaintly entitled, "Canada Works", it gave no
specific information other than the basics, instead suggesting that people contact their

'We're not giving money
to anything that's political"
The case in point was a sit-in in the Hamilton
Welfare offices which the group had conducted,
after they had been refused permission to
distribute their literature to welfare applicants.
Their greatest sin of course was that it had taken
place in Munro's own back yard (he represents

the Hamilton East riding).
Having stated their intent however, the
government was now faced with the problem of
how they were going to enforce it in the LIP
program. The greatest danger for them of course
was that any kind of 'hard line' or unjust criteria
might blow all the good publicity that would
come their way from a LIP program that
created many (possibly even) useful jobs. It
would be easy enough to isolate the obvious
undesirables—Guerilla, Red Morning, Grass
Roots, and Antinomy didn't even apply.
The difficulty would come from a vast segment
of the population (not all young) that, if left
alone, would choose projects that would, by their
very nature, be sensitive.
The only alternative for the government was a
policy of subtle coercion (most of the time not so
subtle). They had a couple of things going for
them. The most 'militant' sectors of society
(mainly youth, poor people and welfare
receipients) were also the ones hardest hit by

nearest 'Canada Manpower Centre' for more
information.
The daily press interestingly enough wasn't
much more help. In checking the Toronto Daily
Star's extensive clipping files, I was amazed to
discover that no file whatsoever existed on LIP.
(The librarian asked if it was a television show!)
They did however have four complete files on
OFY. It was in these files that I found the only
three articles written so far on LIP.
This may or may not have anything to do with
the fact that when Grass Roots people had to go
see Bernard Ostrie, a high government official at
that time working the bugs out of OFY, they went
up to Martin Goodman's house (managing editor
of the Star), where Ostrie was staying while in
Toronto. At the same time the Star was
producing an endless series of blatantly
defensive articles on OFY. Now when obscurity
is in the governments' interest, the Star
produces three small news items, with no information whatever in them. It seems a little

strange...

While nothing was being said publicly, plently
was being done privately. Mike Beaumont hung
his sign on the wall and went about doing his
sycophantic damndest to see that it got carried
out.

Although the program is supposed to be 'Local'
which was explained to me to mean that all
projects under $75,000 were to be decided on the
local level, a number of 'suspicious' projects
were told that the reason that they were being
held up was because they were being reviewed in
Ottawa. (One official explained this by saying
that ALL projects went to Ottawa, while Ron
Bull in the information office firmly maintained
that NO projects under $75,000 went to Ottawa.)
While sensitive inquiries were being shuntled
to Ron Bull and Dave Austin in the information
office, the real criterion was being applied by
Mike Beaumont in his dealings with the projects.
His sign on the wall told him to be wary of
newsletters, so he visited Community Switchboard and asked them to remove their intention to publish a newsletter from their
proposal. A little while later he called in a
tenants organizing project and questioned them
about their newsletter. "Is it one of those
rhetoric type things?" he subtly inquired,
"We're not giving money to anything that's

political".

Mike is obviously labouring under a very selfserving definition of the word political. In the list
of projects that I was shown at the information
office, it seemed to me that every one of them
was more or less political. Taken en masse they
sure as hell were indicative of only one side of a
many-sided question.
Of the nine approved projects I was allowed to
see, there was a $20,000 grant to the Napanee
Lions Club, a $61,000 grant to the Environmental
Improvement Committee of the Sioux Falls
Chamber of Commerce, a $24,000 grant to the
Woodgreen Community Centre, a $22,000 grant to
the Kempville Dist. Minor Hockey Assoc, an
$18,000 grant to the Thunder Bay Indian
Friendship Centre, a $34,000 grant to People For
Ecological Action, an unspecified amount to a
group of unemployed actors, and a $20,000 grant
to the Canadian Mental Health Assoc.
Probably more valid in this case however are
the projects that won't be receiving grants. Any
Day Now community store, Grange Park Home
Improvement (after first being told to stay
away from the Hydro houses), Studio Centre (a

cultural centre), Artisans and Craftmens
cooperative and a Yoga teaching project are the
few that I know about. Me and My Friends Crafts
Coop were put in a rather curious category
called 'suspended', a purely political category
which I understand a number of other projecthave fallen into as well.
Earlier announced grants included the YMCA
and a very large sum for a group to work on the
construction of an army base, but of course
nothing political. I don't suppose that it's
political that the YMCA are under contract to
Meridian in St. Jamestown to provide
recreational services and when some 'V' employees began to work with the tenants
organizations they were told in no uncertain
terms, by Meridian management to lay off or
lose the contract.
That's not political. What's political is that
segment of society bearing the brunt of unemployment, who are unwilling to compromise
their principles even when it means not eating
regularly. Youth and lower class are the ones
unable to find jobspresently and the government
is capitalizing on that fact now to force them to
change their politics to be more in line with the
Sioux Falls Chamber of Commerce and the
Napanee Lions Club or be left out of the government program that's supposed to be providing
jobs for those who need it most. Last I heard,
everybody in the Sioux Falls Chamber of
Commerce had a job.
I think that what should happen is that people
who are having trouble with their LIP grants
should get a hold of me at Guerilla and we'll see
if we can't get organized to deal with LIP
together. Being quiet now just plays into the
hands of the government.
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Specialists in Sports
2 King St. Cor. Erb
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Steakhouse and Tavern

GIVE YOUR TASTEBUDS A TREAT!

As for drama, there is no question
that the best play presented in the
area was Creation ll's To Become
a Drummer. The troupe is top
notch in every aspect technically
and at last we have witnessed good
Canadian drama.
Accolades to director-writer Louis
Capson.

10% Discount

744-4782

KING'S
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Chinese and Canadian Food
38 KING STREET N. WATERLOO

FREE DELIVERY
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CLEARANCE

I

Jan. 14th.
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Despite numerous requests, here
we are back again after a much
needed and deserved rest. Hope
your holiday viewing was better
than mine!
Traditionally this is the time of the
year to compose a ten best list of
movies and plays, but let's face it,
this has not been a bumper crop
year for movies in general and
most of the really good ones
haven't reached K-W as yet. And I
must admit, I have missed most of
the "better" films in the area (i.e.
the Conformist—in Kitchener the
first week of school). So to save
face and to be able to make a more
sound judgement, I will wait until

March (Oscar time) to compose
my list.

WATERLOO SQUARE SHOPPING CENTRE
Student Meal Cards Available at

ENTERTAINMENT

p

Open til 9 Tues—Fri

Mon.

Strip Tease
—non-stop
—nothing held back
—everthing goes
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LA PETITE
A THEATRE
'9k 30 King St. S.
V

jfi .

The French

Connection
The French Connection is a fine
movie. I would like to be able to
say that it is fine entertainment. It

At WLU this Friday, Saturday,
Sunday, and Monday at 7:30 the
double bill Zachariah and the
Woody Allen comedy Take the
Money and Run will be run. The
movies will be shown in IEI and
Wednesday
are the Tuesday
feature from last year. Same
price—a buck.
Coming up: Winter Carnival
promises an interesting "cry in

Friedkin has succeeded in
capturing the brutal reality that is
the New York drug scene of this
factual account of a few years
back. However, in the final
moments of themovie, there is one
unexplained gunshot as Doyle goes
off to get the leader of the French
ring; for it is later explained that
he escaped. It was quite disconcerting to not know why this last

-

opposite Waterloo Sq.

weekdays 6:30—12:30

Pink Floyd: Meddle
Recently four men crawled into
the threshold between the im-

shot was added. What can you say
about a bloodbath that fades out at
the end?

The Go-Between
"The past is a different country;
they do things differently there."
This is the very beautiful opening
line for the very beautiful motion
picture called The Go-Between.
This is in every way a splendid
motion picture suitable for almost
every taste (see review of

Forever).
are
Diamond*
If you like puns like Pussy Flawlessly acted by a star-studded
Galore and Plenty O'Toole, and if cast (and they deserve the title
you like to watch a fat, balding 'star' in every sense of the word),
Scan Connery escape (sometimes it is one of the best movies I saw in
inexplicably) from escape-proof 1971.
traps, then this is your movie and
Newcomer young Dominic
you'll probably go and see it no
fits well the titlerole as the
Guard
matter what I say. The worst of the
for the secret,
innocent
Bond films to date despite what the liaison go-between
Marion, an upper class
of
Toronto critics say.
lady, played with a subtle sen-

isn't.

A movie consists of performances, a script, a director,
other
cinematography, and
technicalities; and technically
speaking, Connection is top notch.
Outstanding in the cast is Gene
Hackman as Popeye Doyle a very
tough narc on the tail of a French
heroin ring. The script is slightly
hidden in obscenities, but the swift
paced direction by William ("Boys
in the Band") Friedkin more than
makes up for this misdemeanor.
(Thank youfor those fast pans that
were in focus during that
magnificent chase scene—a car
and an elevated train!)

DisC

Visit the New, Sexciting, Continuous

__<_,

Are Forever

However, entertainment is to
"hold the attention, amuse, or
divert" (according to Webster).
Here the movie is only one third
there: it does hold the attention.
But I do not consider watching
countless people get shot (one
through the throat, several in the
gut), mugged, knifed etc. the least
bit amusing or diverting.

4 4 KING ST. S., WATERLOO. ONT.

576-7730
Sat til 6 Closed

Diamonds

On the campuses this week: At U.
of W. the Continental Theatre
Company from Kansas State
University is presenting a series of
four plays in repertory this
weekend. Friday Jan. 14 at 1:30
The Fantasticks will be presented
in the Theatre of the Arts for 75
cents admission. Not much need be
said about this well known play
except see it. That same night a
performance of Phillip King's See
How They Run starts at 8:00 p.m.
In the story, a young English Vicar
finds his peaceful English
Vicarage upset when an American
friend of his wife's joins the couple
for the weekend. Fun and intrigue
for $1.50 ($2.50 for adults). Then on
Saturday the company will give a
dramatization of the popular
Grimm Fairy
tale
Rumpelstiltskin. This will start at 2:30
and costs $1.00 for students, 50
cents for children. A smashing
finale is promised with the double
bill from off Broadway Adaptation—Next by Elaine May and
Terrence McNally respectively. A
repeat of Friday's times and
prices.

uiarper (blectronics JLimitea
I

your beer" session with a licenced
showing of Gone with the Wind. See
the "Carnival" article for more
information.
There's not much in the way of
"real culture" coming up around
here until in March when Players'
Guild takes off in glorious form
with one drama and a musical;
titles to be released soon.

by George Olds

suousness by lovely Julie Christie,
and a tenant farmer, played with
appropriate ruggedness by Alan
Bates. The young boy has come to
spend the summer with his friend
who is Marion's brother

Throughout the summer the boy
begins to realize that Marion does
not 'love' the man to whom she is
engaged but much prefers the
lower class farmer. But he does not
understand just what love is. He
presses the farmer for an explanation and refuses to take any
more messages until he knows.
Meanwhile the situationbetween
Marion and her "lover" has
become apparent to her mother
marvelously played by Margaret
Leighton—and she uses the young
boy to bring this liaison to light.
The shame causes Ted to shoot
himself. But the effect of their love
lives on to be revealed in some
marvelousflash-forwards. The boy
grows up, never marries and
to the beautiful
finally
English countryside where these
traumatic
events occured.
Anymore revealed would tend to
spoil the pleasant surprises that
are to be found in the intelligent
Harold Pinter script.

—

The direction by Joseph Losey is
errattic but it suits the fits of
hidden passion implied (almost
always implied) in the film. An
overpowering score by Michel
Legrand adds much to the mood of
the turn of the century atmosphere
captured very well by the
photography (sorry I didn't get the
cameraman's name).
I can say little else to convey the
beauty of this film without
destroying it. Do see it.

by Paul Wemple

terludes that has ever been
pressed upon, plastic. (It comes
across as the perfect song to listen
to while screaming down the highway—with the top down...)

pressions of sight and sound.
The group commands a total
Already possessors of many situation wherever they blend their
credits, the group, consisting of notes. The second side illuminates
Roger Waters, Nick Mason, Dave what I mean. The one cut,
Gilmour and Rick Wright, have "Echoes" must have the listeners
progressed in their area of sound complete attention for its full efand emerged surrounded by a new fect. No problem. They suck you in
aura.
to listening whether you had inThere is no doubt that the group tended to or not. "Echoes" inis versatile. They were born in the volves the listeners in a grand
acid-rock era but have managed to theatre. The auditory sense
change with the times while becomes the stage and it is upon
staying -unique. Side one of the that stage that one "sees" the
album consists of five extremely dramatic theme unravelled.
varied cuts. "Seamus", a song
The beat becomes the pulse of an
about a dog by the same name, ethereal being. The lead guitar
incorporates the dog's harsimulates the inhalation of its lifemonizing. "San Tropez" contains giving breath. It sets on a journey
one of the most mellow piano in- through passages and around

bends

searching and foraging for

its fulfilment. The listener
awakens with the new day and
follows the force as it flows out to
become warped echoes. The
confused wanderer of "One of
These Days" is reincarnated as an
overseer on side two. The trail is
never discovered. The song on the
second side soars off to another
level where the ultimate may

eventually be found.
The interpretation of the work
put on a canvas would be an inspiring sight. And yet, even that
would only be the one artist's
conception. Find your own interpretation. The album is

definitely more personal than
universal. Have a hsten and see
what you feel.

Oh yea! Happy New Year On
You!

Thursday,

January 14, 1972
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TORONTO

by FRANK SEXTON

notable chess player, it seems, has an over-inflated ego. This is
understandable if you look at the fact that if one is to become a great
player one must constantly defeat many rivals; in effect, become
superior to them. Realizing then, that when two good players are together
they will constantly clash over the question as to who is better, there
seems to be only one solution: a match!
A match pits one against one over a large enough number of games to
hopefully prove one player's superiority over another. During the
Christmas holidays I had such an opportunity to prove my worth (excuse
the ego please). I played four games against another Chatham player
(my home town) who was rated appromimately one class below me but
who had thoughts of an upset victory. Perhaps he was justified though,
because I was lacking in recent experience and he was currently competing in the Chatham Closed Championships getting extra practice. (As
a point of interest here, my opponent is one of the three favourites this
year and although I am defending champion I could not participate
Every

because of school.)
As the games progressed however, it became clear as to who was
playing the better chess. After three games I led 2-1, winning one and
drawing two. These first games were long, gruelling and tedious but the
last game proved to be different! Virtually a miniature (under twenty
moves), it was. one of the rare occasions that I have delivered a mate
before my opponent resigned. Here it isF.Sexton (1634) vs. G. Divitaris(l4B2)
4th Match Game

Queen's Pawn Game: 1. P-Q4, P-Q4; 2. N-KB3, N-KB3; 3. B-84, P-K3; 4.
P-K3. B-K2?!(a); 5. B-Q3, O-O; 6. QN-Q2, QN-Q2; 7. N-Ks(b), P-QB4; 8.
P-QB3, P-KN3?(c);9.N 2-83.N-R4; 10.8-R6,N-N2; II.P-KR4(d),NxN;
12. PxN, R-Kl; 13. N-N5, N-B4; 14. BxN, KPxB; 15. P-KB4, B-Bl(e); 16.
Bxß, Rxß; 17. P-R5! (f), B-K3; 18. PxP, RPxP; 19. N-R7, Q-B2?(g); 20. NB6ch, K-N2; 21. R-R7 mate.
a) A flaw in Black's opening strategy. He shouldplay B-Q3 with probably
an equal game.
b) Black is punished now for his previous mistake, His K4 is occupied by

BUSES RUN DIRECT FROM
WATERLOO CAMPUS TO TORONTO

(Board bus on University Aye
at Theatre Auditorium)

COMPLETE SERVICE
Mon. to Fri.
Fri.
Fri.
Leave University
12:45 p.m. 3:45 p.m. 5:00 p.m.
ArriveTorontoTerminal 2:25 p.m. 5:25 p.m. 7:00 p.m.
Leave Toronto Terminal 7:00 a.m. 8:30 pm.10:50 p.m.
Arrive University
8:15 a.m. 9:45 p.m. 12:15 a.m.

Additional 9:50
Sunday Trip from
Toronto runs locally, via Guelph.

ALL SUNDAY EVENING TRIPS
FROM TORONTO RUN VIA
ISLINGTON SUBWAY STATION
ADDITIONAL DAILY EXPRESS SERVICE
FROM KITCHENER BUS TERMINAL

REDOUBLED

See Time Table No. 4

by j d barber
up if things

...by bus!

GRAY COACH UNIVERSITY SERVICE
NEW WEEKDAY TRIPS ADDED

the enemy.
c) A terrible weakness has thus been created in Black's K-side. Better is
P-KR3, B-Q3 or even P-QN3.
d) White has achieved a classical attacking set-up.
c) Black hopes to eliminate all of 1White's attacking pieces but he forgets
that in a battle of attrition, White will always be one piece up on the Kside.
f) After this move it is doubtful thatBlack can save the game.
g) If 19..., R-Kl then 20. N-B6ch, K-Bl; 21. R-RBch, K-K2; 22. Rxßch,
QxR; 23. NxQ, RxN and White will win with his material advantage.
However after the move played Black is mated.
Several official Canadian rated tournaments are coming up in the near
future. For further information come to the Chess Club which meets
every Tuesday night in Rm. 3-313 commencing at 7:30.

One shouldn t give

7

allow you to make a hand. This

don't seem to be going well on a week's deal is a fine illustration of
deal. There may be some that point.

FARES ARE LOW TO TORONTO

distribution of the cards that will

ONE WAY $2.75 RETURN $5.25
BUY "10-TRIP TICKETS"
AND SAVE MONEY!
10 RIDES (Waterloo-Toronto) $23.40
* they do not have to
Tickets have no expiry date;

be used by purchaser; and they may be used from
Kitchener Terminal or from Waterloo

•
I
'
Tickets and information for this University Service
■-'

Available at the Games Room, S— S.U.B.

Opening Lead: King of clubs
The auction is normal enough.
Most pairs should get there, and
south will be happy with his contract when he sees the dummy.
South trumps the second club,
leads a spade to the ace, and
another back to the king, finding
out about the bad trump split. At

this would deny him a slight extra

chance.
He should now cash the king of

diamonds, and lead another
diamond. When west shows out,
south goesup with the ace, trump a
club to shorten himself to the same
length as east cashes his ace and
king of hearts, and leads a red
this point the hand appears to card. South cannot now be
depend on the diamond finesse. prevented from taking two more
South should not draw any more trump tricks, and making his
rounds of trump, however, since contract.
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Basketball

Hawks Improve With Exhibition Series

by

Brian

Stephenson

Over the holidays the Hawks
suffered through a series of
exhibition matches. Fortunately
they have shown signs of improvement as witnessed in their
last two games as they defeated
York Yeomen 76-60 on Wednesday
in Toronto and then smothered
Ryerson 90-42 in the T.A. on
Saturday night.
During the Christmas break the
Hawks were engaged in a holiday
tournament at Loyola in Montreal.
The Hawks did not appear keen
and as a result they came away
empty-handed with two losses; one
to Loyola and the other to Adelphi
of New York. The Hawks were
hurting physically since they only
took ten players to the tournament.

Also AI Brown suffered a back
injury and was forced to miss the
second game.
On December 28th the Hawks
travelled to Shaw College of
Detroit, again without the services
of Brown whohas since returned to
the line-up. The Hawks lost 89-82
but Coach Smith, was well satisfied
with the performance of the
Hawks. He make special mention
of Dave Lockhart who was a
standout with his rebounding and
overall play. Rod Dean also
showed great improvement netting
27 points on the evening.
On Wednesday night York broke
quickly into an early 10pt. lead but
then cooled off to allow the hawks
to cut the lead to four pts. at half

time 37-33. The first half was very
poorly played with many turnovers
on both sides, although both teams
were hustling all the time.

In the second half Hawk
rebounding proved the difference
as the Hawks took the lead and
coasted to an easy 76-60 victory
over the Yeomen who currently
lead the O.U.A.A. eastern division.
The game probably would have
been much closer except that York
could not buy a basket in the last 10
minutes.
On Saturday night Ryerson
stayed with the Hawks for the first
five minutes but then the Hawks

took control of the backboards and
the game as they never lost their
momentum. The Hawks played
well individually but as a team
played poorly, giving away far too
many turnovers. In the second half
the Hawks merely out ran Ryerson
to score 52 pts., many of them off
the fast break.
The best statistic of the game
was the fact that every Hawk
player scored with the top shooters
being Brown 20, Danby 12, and
Gord Wilson 10.
This week the Hawks return to
league action with games against
Brock and Western. But win or lose
these games have to be considered

preparation for the Hawk vs.
Warrior game in the T.A. on
Wednesday Jan. 19th.
The Hawks have been waiting
for this game since the Warriors
defeated them by l pt. in the
Naismith Classic. I would suggest
that you get to the T.A. early since
the Hawk vs. Warrior game has
always been a standing room only
contest. This will probably be the
best game in the T.A. this year
since both teams have a chance for
the cfiampionship. With the improvements shown by Hawk
rookies and the return to action of
Rod Dean I think the Hawks will
win by 15 pts.

Hockey

Western Defeats Hawks
The Hawks' inability to play
sixty minutes' of hockey enabled
the Western Mustangs to squeak
out a 7-6 win last Thursday. This
was a four point game for these
two clubs. A Hawk victory would
have strengthened their hold on
first place, but the loss gave both
teams identical 4 2-2 records.
Lutheran started out fast taking
an early 2-0 lead after five minutes
of play on goals by Sonny Kumpf
and Chipper McCrae. Then they
stopped their agressive play and
Western struck for four straight
goals before the end of the period.
In the sandwich session the
Hawks again started hitting,
preventing Western from getting
untracked. In the span of 49
seconds W.L.U. reversed the score
to 5-4 with Doug Tate firing two
and Bill Mouncey adding the other.
In the final period the Hawks
again stopped checking and the
Mustangs took advantage of their
lapses to fire two goals.

For all intents and purposes the
winning goal came at the 15:48
mark when Western's Bob Jeffrey
won a face-off deep in the Hawks'
end, walked in unmolested and
beat George Blinkhorn clearly.
Trailing 6-5 Coach Pfaff pulled
Blinkhorn only to have Western
score in the empty net. With
Blinkie still on the bench, Kumpf
scored his second of the night.
Blinkhorn in a losing cause
turned in a great performance,
stopping 39 of the 45 shots. Many of
his saves were of the spectacular
variety.
Tonight the Hawks battle the

Plumbers from down the street.
This is a must game for the Hawks

as Uniwat is closing in on them
fast. The last encounter between
the two teams resulted in a 4-4 tie.
The Hawks felt they should have
won that game and will be out to
prove their superiority. So come on
out and support YOUR TEAM! (XW Auditorium 8:00 p.m.)

Womens Varsity
by Donna Helm and Pat Bergman

Tuesday, January 4, was a
memorable day for the Women's
Varsity Basketball Team. They
defeated St. Mary's (a local high
school team) in exhibition play. A
tense atmosphere prevailed in the
first half as W.L.U. girls led by
only 5 points..However, they were
able to bounce back in the second
half and defeat their opponents 61-38. The win was due to the fine
effort of Carolyn Baechler who
tossed in 37 points and Joanne
Tully who netted 10.

The high school team surprised
W.L.U. by showing good team

strategy and strong rebound

ability. Two junior players aided
St. Mary's senior team in their
light for victory. The Lutheran
girls gained the win by much more
accurate shooting in the second
half and by their ability to
capitalize on St. Mary's mistakes.
Yes, 1972 looks like a good year!
The next game for the girls will be
January 21. They will play the
Windsor Lancerettes.

.

Individual efforts like this one by Cord Wilson abounded in the 'game against Ryerson. Unfortunately the
Hawks as a team have-not been able to function as well. They gave up over 20 turnovers Wilson scoring on
this shot for a Hawk victory.
„
photo by Kaden

when you figure out what you've forgotten
give us a call we deliver free of charge
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Double Ski Boots

Lace-up. size 10. S2O.
good condition
see Jim Rm 317 West Hall
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Coats and Parkas

O.W. Sports

across from Waterloo Sq.

742-0712
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Same Day Service

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

Across from WLU
220 KING STREET NORTH

.

SALE
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OPEN 9 a.m. 10 p.m. Mon -Sat.
Ham. 9 p.m. SunandHolidavs

.
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